
Chikko
Corporation

in the distribution of dangerous goods. 
Established in 1924, build an era from the harbor

Your best partner



Be possible Be possible 
    because “Chikko” of dangerous goods distribution.    because “Chikko” of dangerous goods distribution.
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Since Chikko Corporation was established, we have been always focusing on

“what customers seek from our service” . In the specialized field of dangerous 

goods logistics, we respond to various needs from customers, storage from 

1 drum can to nationwide, and door to door logistic services for the world. 

We have pursued the ways to contribute to optimization and efficiency for the 

stream liken of dangerous goods.

Experiences that have been cultivated over 90 years since foundation and 

various solutions deriving from those experiences are our utmost strengths. 

We mean warehousing business as “act ive” business that undertakes a 

significant line of physical distribution, not “quiet” business that is usually 

associated with storage business. How can we make the line of distribution 

beautiful. Proposals that only we can offer are here.

This is the view of Kobe Port from headquarters/
The history of Chikko is in conjunction with a dynamic harbor. 
We will not forget the thought of “we were built from harbor”.
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Nisaburo Setoguchi

Profile

CHIKKO CORPORATION PRESIDENT AND CEO

To meet customers’ expectation.
PRESIDENT MESSAGE

Our incentive is a hope to be a “selected company.”

We have shown our strength of logistics for dangerous goods in a 
specialized market and built a long history from it, we have and will always 
seek and offer new proposals, not being satisfied our present services. We 
offer flexible services that correspond to the needs of generation, and we 
hope to be a selected company for our quality. In this generation of 
turbulent times, there would be no more pleasure if our offer and proposals 
are helpful and useful for customers.

When my grandfather established 
Chikko Corporation in 1924, but 
there was no drum can using by 
people, but only a wooden keg, and 
that is why people avoided oi ls 
logistics jobs because they feared 
that oils such as petroleum would 
“leak out.” As he found the needs for 
this situation, this long history of 
ours have lasted until today although 
Chikko had not been a company that 
deals with warehousing dangerous 
goods at all times. Our company core 
f o r  b u s i n e s s  h a s  c o n s t a n t l y  
transformed in order to respond to 
customers ’  needs .  Our current 
business style was first established 
in the latter Showa period, which 
means that our history is relatively 
new in this sense. We are sure that 
our know-how with long history that 
produces diverse solutions is one of 
t h e  g r e a t e s t  s t r eng th  o f  o u r  
company. We put our customers’ 
needs on the top requirement of our 
services that leads to our strong 

corporate philosophy. Although we 
are widely recognized as “Chikko of 
warehouse for dangerous goods,” our 
bus iness  core  i s  sh i f t ing f rom 
w a r e h o u s i n g  b u s i n e s s  t o  
“comprehensive logistic service for 
dangerous goods . ”  In  order to  
strengthen this feature, we are 
currently pursing and tackl ing 
multifunction of each branch of 
logistics for dangerous goods, and 
expansion of network for nationwide 
and overseas. 
Chikko is the company that was 
bui l t  from harbor .  Each of  our 
branches in Kobe, Yokohama, and 
Nagoya has accomplished different 
types growth respect ively .  We 
believe that we have always been 
observed as well as been supported 
by them. This is the reason that we 
hire and accept employees of diverse 
o r i g i n a l i t y ,  a nd  r ega rd  t h e i r  
individual growth after joining our 
company, which is our principle of 
employment. Since our business is 

h igh ly  spec ia l i zed ,  we expect  
employees to have expertise of 
dangerous goods and language 
proficiency. However, we do not set 
these skills as requirements as we 
believe that employees who we think 
are capable of “growing together” 
will be able to offer new solution 
depending on the needs of customers 
and generation. We also think that it 
is one of the most importance for our 
company to train our employees 
with these capabilities.
As we look at our business from 
overall logistic business, our market 
can be a niche market. Even in the 
niche market, we are needed as long 
as there is the fact that customers 
and soc i e ty  have  “needs . ”  We 
promise you to be your partner and 
selected company for the logistic of 
dangerous goods and try our best.

He became a president when he 
was 27-year-old. He has been 
responsib le for  the pres ident  
industry for a long t ime. He is 
eager to build a completed style in 
the current business style as he 
will be at the age of 60 in 2024, 
which is the 100th anniversary of 
Chikko.
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Top Interview



Chikko Corporation has the best achievements and experiences in domestic handling of dangerous 
goods including petrochemical products. Not only harbor logistics network and storage businesses 
covering by 6 main domestic ports, but also we prepare warehouse facilities that include heating and 
refilling. In addition, we are prepared for transport planning, performance, and safety management.

Your best partner 
in the distribution of dangerous goods. 

Feature Article

Founded in 1924.

［Topics］Since1924
Move hand in hand with vibrant bay-area.
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CHIKKO Corporation
Make the next evolution forward for 100 years founded.
Chikko Corporation has been seeking for answers for various 
needs of customers since established in 1924 with the slogan 
of “Your best partner in the distribution of dangerous goods.” 
Particularly, we have certain achievements and long history 
for various dangerous goods including petrochemical 
products in harbor transportation industry, warehouse 
industry, customs clearance industry to manage import and 
export cargoes. We support not only transportation and 
storage for safety and security, but also versatile needs 
including special work such as heating, refill ing and 
consolidation service.
In Japan nationwide, it also covers the 6 major ports logistics 
which enables to provide the best logistics route cultivated 
through history. In addition, high demand for international 
logistics is growing in Japan, China and Korea. In 2008, the 
company established the “Chikko Shanghai Corporation” in 
Shanghai. We realize integrated transport service including 

customs clearance in China.
We are promoting differentiate of further service by 
multifunction of dangerous goods distribution towards the 
100th anniversary of our founding in 2024. In Yokohama 
Chemicals Center expanded for a constant temperature 
storehouse. Moreover, we have been established dangerous 
goods warehouse in Yatomi, Nagoya district. In Kobe district 
also expanded capacity by scrap & build.
In addition, it is certified as an AEO accredited customs 
broker, which is the fifth company in Kobe Customs Office 
and the 20th company in the whole country, and we have 
certain permission for cargo security management and 
regulatory compliance system. Furthermore, following the 
ISO9001 quality management system acquired in 1997 prior 
to the industry, we also acquired the ISO14001 environment 
management system in 2012. We all of the preparation for 
provide safety and security to the customers.
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 We provide total solution including dangerous goods transport planning,
safety management and special working.

Solution
by CHIKKO

Recently, opportunities for transportation of small cargo in the logistics industry are increasing, 
and there is a rapid change in the multi-modal of the means of transportation

and internationalization in the range of transport. 
We respond promptly to deal with these changes and  make efforts for the expansion of port transport and storage services.

We construct a system to respond to diverse needs of customers and provide you 
with total solution based on our longstanding know-how through multifunction bases 
for the distribution of dangerous goods, the expansion of consolidated services, 

and strengthening domestic and international network. 
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Solution by CHIKKO

Network

Port- Is land Chemicals Center/ 
Opened in 1998 by borrowing the 
site from Kobe city. We are working 
on a large size by scrap & build.

Yokohama Chemicals Center/ The 
biggest storage houses in Chikko 
Corporation of East of Japan and 
also expanded a new warehouse in 
2012. 

Expanded International Network
In January, 2008, Chikko established a 100% owned subsidiary, “Chikko 
Shanghai Corporation” in Shanghai as a base for China dangerous goods 
logistics, and started forwarding business.
We also established "CHIKKO VIETNAM CO., LTD” in Hochiminh Vietnam, in 
October, 2017. We undertake every transaction including “warehouse 
storage” , “customs clearance procedure” , “document preparation on site” , 
“delivery to the user” , etc. concerning dangerous goods and chemical as the 
second overseas base.

Chikko corresponds to anywhere in Japan by one point of contact.
Chikko sales offices and customs offices cover by 6 major harbor in 
Japan. Each office are closely linked to bonded facilities such as 
bonded warehouse and dangerous goods warehouse and establish 
close domestic network, which enables rapid response in the 
domestic transport. In addition, we also collaborate with affiliated 
company and achieved disposal, storage and transportation. It is our 
one and only service that enables correspondence in anywhere in 
Japan by one point of contact. 
In 2012, Chikko established new warehouses in Yokohama and 
Nagoya in order to provide customers with more qualified services. 
We are working on strengthening domestic network as well as 
multifunctionalization of each branch in order to enrich the lineups 
that are selected by customers. 

Kanto Block

●Tokyo Office
●Yokohama Office

●Chiba Office
●Ichihara Warehouse

Chubu Block

●Nagoya Office

●Chubu Distribution Center
●Kyugochi Warehouse

Nishi Nihon Block

●Kitakyushu Office
●Moji Warehouse
　　

●Yatsusiro Warehouse

Shanghai

Kansai Block

●Osaka Office
●Wakayama Office
●Kobe Office

●Toyahama Warehouse

●Karumo Warehouse

●Osakanishi Warehouses

●Sakurajima Office

Ho Chi Minh 

Covering 6 major harbor (Tokyo, Yokohama, Nagoya, Osaka, Kobe and Moji)

（Yokohama Chemicals Center ／
Yokohama Chemicals Center Warehouse2）

（Nagoya Chemicals Center ／

（Port Island Chemicals Center）

（Toyahama Warehouse 2 ／
Toyahama Warehouse 3）

（Karumo Warehouse 2）

（Osakanishi Warehouses 2）

（Osaka Sakurajimafuto Chemicals Center）

Nagoya Chemicals Center Warehouse2）

S
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Storage Service

Our strength is  handl ing var ious dangerous goods and chemicals  
especially petrochemical products among import and export cargo. For 
the storage of dangerous goods, there are a number of issues to get 
cleared according to laws and regulations, so there are many cases that 
only Fire Service Law 4 is applied. However, we are able to store cargoes 
which are Category 1 to Category 5 in Yokohama, Nagoya, and Kobe. 
Furthermore,  the Kobe Karumo warehouse is  capable of  handl ing 
Category 6. It is our greatest strength that we have cleared storage and 
security standards defined by the Fire Prevention Law in a wide range of 
fields and accumulated know-how for many years.

Covering Category 1 to Category 6

［ Dangerous Goods Warehouse ］

An Enhancement for Packing Service 

［ Logistic Processing ］
General Selling Business, Manufacturing Industry Registration

［ Storage of Poisonous Materials ］

We have dangerous goods warehouses in major areas 
such as Yokohama, Nagoya, and Kobe. It is our unique 
strength of the Chikko Corporation that handles a wide 
range of dangerous goods.

The manufacturing, importing, selling, 
storing and transporting of poisonous and 
deleterious substances are severely 
res t r ic ted  by  the  “Po isonous  and  
Deleterious Substitution Control Law” 
from the aspects of health hygiene. At 
Chikko, we have qualified people who are 
able to handle poisonous materials and 
manage them according to the procedure 
that complies with the Control Law such 
as antitheft.

Not only the storage 
of various cargoes 
including dangerous 
g o o d s  a n d  t h e  
transport business, we 
also conduct sorting, 
inspection, labeling 
and packaging. We do 
t o t a l  s u p p o r t  f o r  
customers including 
detailed work.

A wide range of unique services of Chikko.
We take care of special handling cargo.
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Solution by CHIKKO

Storage Cargo at 5 to 25 degrees

［ Constant Temperature Warehouse ］

Barcode Entering and Dispatching System 

［ System Control ］

Please leave the storage of objects that degrade quality as 
temperature and humidity change. In order to maintain its quality 
at Chikko, there are substantial warehouses that can be stored 
in a certain range of temperature and humidity, and we are able 
to   keep it according to the characteristics of the products.

We are able to storage a wide variety of tank container such 
as CategoryⅣClassⅠpetroleum to Ⅳ(flash point 0 degrees and 
more ) of the Fire Prevention Law and oil extracted from 
animals and plants etc. In addition to temporary storage and 
transportation, we support special work such as warming, 
truck loading and refilling.

We are Proud of Our Large Capacity

［ Storage for Tank Container ］
We are enhancing equipped with ordinary goods warehouses, it 
is compatible with small quantities of various types of cargoes 
with movable racks, as well as packaging and other services. We 
are sure that we can respond to client’ s need to import and 
export dangerous goods and ordinary objects simultaneously.

Managing the Small Quantities
of Various Types of Cargo by Movable rack

［ Ordinary Objects Warehouse ］

Established a state-of-the-art automated warehouse at Yokohama 
Chemicals Center. In addition to the benefits of higher storage 
efficiency than conventional dangerous goods warehouse, it is 
also able to conduct the location management of inventory cargo, 
which can respond flexibly to the small quantities of various types 
of trends to meet the needs of customers. 

Aiming for More Efficiency

［ Automatic Warehouse ］

The human error may occur 
although we did our best 
for the inspection work. 
Thereby, some warehouses 
have adopted a barcode 
entering and dispatching 
system to make sure that 
possibility of human error is 
decreasing to zero and for 
more accurate inspection.

Inside Company Information Control 
Chikko constructs a database of handling information on cargoes 
accumulated at each workplace and share within business office 
nationwide. As a result, similar data and latest information can also 
be reliably handled. We provide highly reliable information services 
standardized at any business office nationwide.

Cooperation With Customers 
In addit ion, we have introduced a 
system that can provide information to 
customers in real time, and professional 
staffs support customers at any time. It 
is possible to utilize this network in 
warehouse management, customs 
clearance and billing etc.
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It is possible to refi l l  work such as ISO tank 
container, drum can and tank truck at Multi Work 
Station.  　

April, 2012, we build “Multi Work Station (MWS)” in Yokohama Chemicals Center. It is able to make mutual filling, warming and 
storage (Fire law category Ⅱ・category Ⅳ) to tank container, lorry and drum. Since then, we were setting same facilities in 
Nagoya, Kobe, and Kita kyushu therefore we were able to respond to the various needs of customers, as well as further improve 
the efficiency of our distribution system.

New Expansion Of Chikko

To be a “Selected Company”, we are continuing a new challenge.
Based on mid to long term planning, we are expanding variety of facilities and 
services for anticipatory investment stances. In Yokohama district, we acquired 
16,500 square meters of land adjacent to the Yokohama Chemicals Center 
Warehouse2. We also established a dangerous goods warehouse and normal 
temperature dangerous goods warehouse in 2012.
In addition, one of our unique services for expansion heating equipment of ISO 
tank container, as well as refill from the ISO tank container to the tank truck 
and the “Multi Work Station” to perform the reverse work has been established. 
We want to be a company that can be chosen by customers as a logistics 
company that specializes in hazardous materials. We believe that running new 
facility including “Multi Work Station” , NVOCC and consolidated service for 
“assortment of objects” could make differentiation with other companies.
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There is also heating 
equipment for the ISO 
tank container, and 10 
c o n t a i n e r  s t e a m  
heating and hot water 
heating are possible at 
the same time.

It is possible to heat the 
d rum can  by  us ing  a  
hea t i ng  cab i ne t  and  
heating tank. In a steam 
heat ing  cab inet ,  i t  i s  
possible to heat 54 drums 
of 200 liter drums and 4 
drums in a warm water 
heating tank at once.

Expansion of Network to South East Asia
［ NVOCC of Chikko ］

Since 2010, the service for Hong Kong is in full swing, 
and we are able to issue the BL (Bill of Lading) of FCL 
(Full Container Load) to Southeast Asia in 2012 as well 
as NVOCC (Non-Vessel Operating Common Carrier) 
service is now available in Asia including Taiwan , 
Malaysia, Thailand, Indonesia and Vietnam.

Chikko Consolidated Service
We provide you with consolidated service of LCL cargo 
(small cargo).
We are expanding our services to South East Asia from 
Yokohama harbor and Kobe harbor, and currently we 
provide services for Shanghai ,  Hong Kong,  Pusan,  
Singapore, and Ho Chi Minh. Moreover, we will expand a 
network within Asian countries in the nearly future.  

【Kanto / Chubu】
Tokyo Office
TEL：+81-3-5730-4051

【Kansai / Nishi Nihon】
Kansai Sales Department　
TEL：+81-6-4391-1313
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Expanding Capacity Handled
by Collaboration

Since there was no dangerous goods warehouse for 
business in Minami Kyushu, we opened a dangerous 
goods warehouse in  Yach iyo C i ty ,  Kumamoto 
prefecture, uti l izing the facil it ies of our partner 
company in 2016.In 2017, we established Sakurajima 
Office in Osaka Sakurajima Futo. We utilize the facilities 
of the business partners and started a collaborative 
scheme to entrust work.  We are expect ing the 
increases in strengthening of capacity due to less 
supply of dangerous goods warehouse to the demand in 
Osaka.

To support various needs of customers and 
meet  the demand of dangerous goods 
warehouse, we continue to expand our 
business with other companies in the same 
industry.

International network spreading more and 
more, including local subsidiaries in China and 
Vietnam.
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At Ch ikko ,  we  have  made  effor t s  t o  a c t i ve ly  
implement environmental management as we think 
tha t  t ack l i ng  env i ronmenta l  p rob l ems  i s  our  
obligation. Our efforts led to accomplishing in meeting 
the standard of ISO, and we obtained the attestation 
of ISO14001 in 2012.

Chikko obtained attestation of ISO9002 (integrated into 
ISO9001 later) in 1997. We conduct strict quality 
management that is based on the quality guaranteed 
system by meeting the standard. We also practice safest 
risk management under the assumption of various situation 
regarding storage and shipment of each type of dangerous 
products.

Efforts for
risk management

Efforts for
quality and environment

Efforts for compliance

ISO14001

ISO9001

As well as being ready for establishing a system to 
prevent disaster or accidents beforehand, we incorporate 
the concept of “disaster prevention” that minimize the 
damages. We regularly practice fire fight drills under the 
assumption of actual disasters.

Chikko is an AEO authorized customs clearance traders. The AEO is granted to customs agencies 
that are certified by the customs commissioner as parties with a framework for cargo security 
management and compliance systems in place. Therefore, Chikko is able to provide our customers 
with greater convenience in obtaining cargo before tax declaration.

Notification of Authorization 
by Kobe Customs

C h i k k o  w a s  a u t h o r i z e d  a s  A EO  
authorization customs clearance traders 
at the 5th company in the Kobe customs 
place and 20th company nationally.

Authorized Economic Operator

CHIKKO’s Promise for Customers
Our mission is to deliver “safety and security” therefore we constantly review our business from 
various perspectives such as quality improvement, risk management and compliance systems.

F i r efigh t i n g  d r i l l  w i t h  Kobe  fi r e  
department. It is inevitable to cooperate 
with community in case of emergency.

Only things that we can do to respond to customers’ reliance.
S t a r t i n g  f r om  d ang e r o u s  p r o du c t s ,  
promis ing  “  sa f e ty  and  secur i ty ”  f o r  
customers is the most important matter for 
us as we receive cargo that requires special 
attention. 
We no t  on ly  f ocus  on  the  concept  o f  
“disaster prevention” that promises not to 
cause an accident, but also anticipating 
poss ib i l i t i e s  o f  na tura l  d i sas ter ,  and  
minimizing the damage from disaster ,  
which is called disaster management or 
mit igat ion .  At Chikko ,  we put  s trong 
focuses on the undoubted know-how on our 
affluent achievement on dangerous cargoes 
and constant development on the business.
We constantly review our business from 
various perspectives such as improvement 
on quality, environmental management, 
m a n a g emen t  o n  r i s k s ,  i n f o rm a t i o n  

uti l ization, and compliance in order to 
cont inue making sure that we del iver 
“safety and security.” With this in mind, we 
hope that we become a company that 
customers hope to choose and society 
requires.

Executive Managing Director and 
Corporate Planning Division Manager

We think that education for 
employees is the company’ s 
significant mission, and we 
work to train our employees 
that respond to customers’ 
reliance. 

Our company style is every member of 
employees “consider” better solution. 
We always expand active discussions 
at office.

Toshiro Shibayoshi
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Company Outline History
Founded as Kobe Chikko Group

Name changed to Chikko Group Transport Corporation

Shanghai branch established and put in charge of Maruzen Petrochemical 

transport

Shipping division re-established as Chikko Transport Corporation

Industrial division re-established as Chikko Industrial Corporation

Licensed to perform Kobe customs clearance

Name changed to Chikko Kogyo Corporation after merger

Registered to handle and ship vehicles

Licensed to perform clearance, Osaka office opened

Licensed to perform Osaka customs clearance

Licensed for small passenger boats within Kobe Port

Offices opened in Tokyo, Yokohama, Wakamatsu, and Matsuyama

Licensed to perform customs clearance in Yokohama, Nagoya, and Moji

Licensed to ship general cargo and vehicles

Licensed for warehouse storage

Opened a Chiba branch office

Wadamisaki dangerous goods warehouse completed

Licensed for Kobe Port Class 1 and Class 4 general port shipping

Licensed for Kyohama Port Class 1 general port shipping

Ogura branch office opened

Karumo warehouse established 

Company name changed to Chikko Corporation

Amagasaki warehouse established

Kyugochi, Nagoya warehouse established

Toyahama warehouse established

Chubu distribution center established

IISO9002 certified

Port Island chemicals center established

Headquarters moved

Tokyo and Shinakawa branch offices integrated and moved

IISO9001 certified

Karumo Warehouse 2 established

Osaka and Sakai branch offices integrated and moved

Yokohama warehouse expanded and name changed to Yokohama 

Chemicals Center

Kyugochi, Nagoya warehouse expanded

Port Island Chemicals Center warehouse for dangerous goods expanded

Chikko Shanghai Corporation established

Toyahama Warehouse 3 established

LCL cargo service start to Shanghai

Yokohama Warehouse 2 established

Received certification as an "Authorized Economic Operator" of the AEO 

system

Amagasaki warehouse name changed to Osakanishi warehouse

Yokohama Warehouse 2 expanded

IISO14001 certified

Nagoya Chemicals Center established

Yatsushiro Warehouse (Kumamoto) established

Nagoya Office was merged and relocated to Nagoya Chemicals Center

Rebuild Port Island chemicals center Warehouse

Sakurajima Office and Osaka Sakurajima futo Chemicals Center established

CHIKKO VIETNAM CO., LTD. established

Received certification as an "Authorized Warehouse Operator" of the AEO 

system

Ichihara Warehouse established

Toyahama Warehouse 3 expanded

Nagoya Chemicals Center Warehouse2 established

1924

1941

1949

1951

1952

1953

1956

1957

1959

1961

1962

1965

1966

1970

1982

1987

1991

1993

1996

1997

1998

2001

2002

2003

2005

2006

2008

2009

2010

2012

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2021

Company  Name

Headquar te r s

Founded

Cap i ta l

Ma in  Ac t i v i t i e s

Ma in  Bank

Affil ia ted  
Compan ies

Chikko Corporation

12F SHIP Kobe Kaigan Bldg, Kaigan 3, Chuo-ku, Kobe, Hyogo
Tel: +81-78-391-6671
Fax: +81-78-391-6673

August 1924

JPY 95 million

 1.Port shipping
 2.Warehouse storage
 3.Customs brokerage
 4.Freight forwarding
 5.Sea shipping agencies
 6.Repair, processing, sales, and lease of steel products
 7.Refinement, sales, and import/export of greases, waxes,
      petroleum, chemicals, heavy chemicals, and pesticides
 8.Sales and lease of packing materials
 9.Lease of tractor trailers
10.Manufacture, processing, sales, and import/export of
      poisons and toxic substances
11.Any business ancillary to the aforementioned points

Mizuho Bank
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ
Sumitomo Mitsui Banking Corporation
Development Bank of Japan
Bank of Yokohama

NC Stolt Transportation Services Co., Ltd. 
ST Marine Co., Ltd.
Chikko Shanghai Corporation
CHIKKO VIETNAM CO., LTD.

Certification
1）Port Shipping Business   (Port Transport Business Law)
　 Keihin Port Class 1
　 Kobe Port Class 1  
　 Kobe Port Port Cargo Handling

2）Warehouse Business
　 Port Warehouse #270 October 2, 1961

3）Customs Clearance Business (date first certified)
　 Kobe Customs July 20, 1949 
　 Yokohama Customs February 1, 1957
　 Moji Customs February 27, 1957 

4）NVOCC business
    (Automotive, domestic shipping)  
    (Overseas shipping) 　　　　 　　

Osaka Customs January 29, 1953
Nagoya Customs February 27, 1957
Tokyo Customs June 1, 1990

Chikko Headquarters
Tokyo Office
Yokohama Chemicals Center
Yokohama Chemicals Center Warehouse2
Nagoya Chemicals Center 
Chubu Distribution Center
Kyugochi Warehouse
Nagoya Warehouse
Osaka Office
Port Island Chemicals Center
Toyahama Warehouse (Toyahama Warehouse 2 
/ Toyahama Warehouse3)
Karumo Warehouse (Karumo Warehouse2)
Osakanishi Warehouse

ISO 9001 Certified Office
Chikko Headquarters
Yokohama Chemicals Center
Yokohama Chemicals Center Warehouse2
Nagoya Chemicals Center 
Chubu Distribution Center
Kyugochi Warehouse
Nagoya Warehouse
Port Island Chemicals Center
Toyahama Warehouse (Toyahama Warehouse 2 
/ Toyahama Warehouse3)
Karumo Warehouse (Karumo Warehouse2)
Osakanishi Warehouse

ISO 14001 Certified Office

#2087 June 7, 1966
#2074 August 28, 1965
#65 June 30, 1965

December 1, 1990
December 2, 2005
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Chikko Headquarters 12F SHIP Kobe Kaigan Bldg, 3 Kaigan-dori, Chuo-ku, Kobe, Hyogo 650-0024, Japan
TEL：+81-78-391-6671　FAX：+81-78-391-6674Chikko Corporation

Kanto Block
Tokyo Office
10F Sumitomo Fudosan Mita Twin Bldg West, 3-5-27 Mita, 
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-6310, Japan
TEL：+81-3-5730-4051　FAX：+81-3-5730-4055

Kansai Block
Osaka Office
11F Shinanobashifuji Bldg, 1-3-10 Nishihonmachi, Nishi-ku, 
Osaka 550-0005,Japan
TEL：+81-6-4391-1313　FAX：.+81-6-4391-1314

Nishi Nihon Block
Kitakyushu Office
Kokura KMM Bldg #718, 14-1 Asano, Kita-ku, Kokura, 
Kitakyushu, Fukuoka 802-0001, Japan
TEL：+81-93-531-8781　FAX：+81-93-531-8783

Overseas
Chikko Shanghai Corporation (CSC)
Room 2506 Hongqiao Yincheng Building, 933 Zhongshan 
West Road, Changning District, Shanghai 200051 China
TEL：+86-21-3183-8278(in Japanese)  
        +86-21-3183-8279(in Chinese)

Moji Warehouse
11-1 Tachi-no-Ura Kaigan, Moji-ku, Kitakyushu, Fukuoka 
801-0805, Japan (inside Azuma Shipping Co., Ltd.) 
Dangerous Goods Warehouse　
※Contact the Kitakyushu Office　
61 Tachi-no-Ura Kaigan, Moji-ku, Kitakyushu, Fukuoka 
801-0805, Japan (inside Azuma Shipping Co., Ltd.) 
Outdoor Storage for ISO Tank Containers , 
General Handling Area
※Contact the Kitakyushu Office　　3-1-25 Shinmoji-kita, Moji-ku, Kitakyushu, Fukuoka 
800-0113, Japan(inside Azuma Shipping Co., Ltd.) 
Multi Work Station
※Contact the Kitakyushu Office　
1-5-6 Shinmoji-kita, Moji-ku, Kitakyushu, Fukuoka 
800-0113, Japan (inside Seagate Corporation)
※Contact the Kitakyushu Office　
17-1 Tanoura Kaigan, Moji-ku, Kitakyushu, Fukuoka 
801-0804, Japan  (inside Tsurumaru Shipping Co., Ltd.)　
※Contact the Kitakyushu Office

Wakayama Office
Kowan Kaikan, 3066 Shimotsu, Shimotsu-cho, Kainan, 
Wakayama 649-0101, Japan
TEL：+81-73-492-0528　FAX：.+81-73-492-4799

Kobe Office（Port Island Chemicals Center）
8-7 Minatojima, Chuo-ku, Kobe, Hyogo 650-0045, Japan
TEL：+81-78-306-2370　FAX：+81-78-306-5068
Toyahama Warehouse
（Toyahama Warehouse 2 ／ Toyahama Warehouse 3）
5-27 Toyahama-cho, Hyogo-ku, Kobe, Hyogo 652-0866, 
Japan  
TEL：+81-78-681-1691　FAX：+81-78-681-3022

Karumo Warehouse（Karumo Warehouse 2）
1-1-12 Karumojima, Nagata-ku, Kobe, Hyogo 653-0033, 
Japan
TEL：+81-78-671-1776　FAX：+81-78-671-1882
Osakanishi Warehouses
22 Higashi Kaigan-cho, Amagasaki, Hyogo 660-0843, Japan
TEL：+81-6-6409-0165　FAX：+81-6-6409-1500

Osakanishi Warehouses2
2-1, Otakasucho, Amagasaki-shi, Hyogo, 660-0842, Japan
（inside  Matsumoto UNYU SOUKO,Inc. ）
※Contact the Osakanishi Warehouses

Chubu Block
Nagoya Office（Nagoya Chemicals Center）
10-10-1 Kuridashi, Yatomi, Aichi 498-0061, Japan
TEL：+81-567-66-3350　FAX：+81-567-66-3361

Chubu Distribution Center
6-10-11-1 Kuridashi, Yatomi, Aichi 498-0061, Japan 
TEL：+81-567-68-5305　FAX：+81-567-68-5225
Kyugochi Warehouse
10-3 Shiomi-cho, Minato-ku, Nagoya, Aichi 455-0028, Japan
TEL：+81-52-614-4600　FAX：+81-52-614-4611

Yokohama Office（Yokohama Chemicals Center）
5-81 Daikoku-cho, Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 
230-0053, Japan
TEL：+81-45-508-3361　FAX：+81-45-502-8878

Chiba Office
16 Chigusa Kaigan, Ichihara, Chiba 299-0108, Japan
（2F inside Anegasaki Distribution Center, Suzue 
Corporation Co., Ltd.）
TEL：+81-436-21-3265　FAX：+81-436-23-1854

Yokohama Chemicals Center Warehouse2
9-15 Daikoku-cho, Tsurumi-ku, Yokohama, Kanagawa 
230-0053, Japan
TEL：+81-45-510-4590　FAX：+81-45-508-3362

Sakurajima Office
1-1-62 Umemachi Konohana-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka 554-0032, 
Japan
TEL：+81-6-4804-1717　FAX：+81-6-4604-1720
Osaka Sakurajima futo Chemicals Center
1-1-62 Umemachi Konohana-ku, Osaka-shi, Osaka 554-0032, 
Japan
（inside Sakurajima Futo Kaisha,LTD. Chemicals Center）
※Contact the Sakurajima Office

CHIKKO VIETNAM CO., LTD. 
Room 101, Saigon 3 building, 140 Nguyen Van Thu street, 
Dakao Ward, District 1, HCMC, Vietnam
TEL：+84-76-7240-548 (in Japanese)  
        +84-28-3636-4644(in Vietnamese) 2023.01

Yatsusiro Warehouse
5053 Oshimamachi, Yatsushiro-shi, Kumamoto 
866-0035, Japan (Matsuki unyu Co.,Ltd.)
※Contact the Kitakyushu Office

Ichihara Warehouse
70 Goiminami Kaigan, Ichihara, Chiba 290-0045, Japan
TEL：+81-436-26-6540　FAX：+81-436-26-6541

Nagoya Chemicals Center Warehouse2
6-14-1 Kuridashi, Yatomi, Aichi 498-0061, Japan
TEL：+81-567-66-5520　FAX：+81-567-68-5544

Every service is for customers’ safety and security.

https://www.chikko.co.jp




